
Safety considerations for transport of ore 
and waste in underground ore passes 

Introduction 
Production in most deep under- 
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ground mines depends on the ore 0. Stewart, S. lverson and M. Beus membersSME,are 
pass system. 1f the primary ore pass minins engineers with the Nat~onal InsCtute for Occupational 
becomes inoperable because of strut- Safety and Health INIOSH). Suokane,WA. 
tural failure, plugging, chute and gate 
problems, or for other reasons, the 
production of the mine comes to a 

ferent rock types and geologic struc- 
tures, ore pass designs and hang-up 
removal melhods that work in one 
mine may not work in another, or 
they may even not work in a different 
area of the same mine. 

Guidelines for open-pit ore pass 
design (Hambley et al., 1983) and lor 

halt. For example, one mine took 14 underground ore pass design 
months to remove a hang-up that was (Hambley, 1987; Ferguson, 1991) in- 
aboul 18-111 (60-ft) l o n g ~ ~ : d m b l e y  et clude extensive information on 
al., 1983). The hang-up cost the com- proper ore pass construction and nu- 
pany thousands of dollars. merous factors that nced to be considered by design en- 

Miners are exposed to numcrous hazards during the gineers. However, despite the existence of excellent 
process of moving underground ore and waste rock to guidelines, hang-ups, failures and other ore pass prob- 
the surface. This is especially true when mincrs are re- lems still occur frequently in underground mines. Loads 
moving material from ore passes that become blocked or approaching maximum design loads will affect an ore 
when equipment fails. For example, in a recent accident chutc and/or gate and eventually, if undetected, may re- 
(Tanner and Okuniewicz, 1995), two sult in chute and gate failure. This pa- 
miners, after several unsuccessful at- per describes relatively easy and inex- 
tempts to remove ore hung up in the Abstract pensive methods for measuring loads 
chute, were caught when the ore sud- Recent ore pass failures have on ore pass chutes and gales and for 
denly and unexpectedly broke loose, underlined the need for improved predicting loads using particle flow 
striking the chute and gate assembly designs, standards, structural mon- codes. 
and causing the bottom of the assem- itoring methods and better hang-up 
bly to brcak away from its support prevention and removal tech- Mine visits 
structure. Onc of the miners was ia- niques. Researchers at the Spokane At the beginning of the project, 
tally injured. The cause of the acci- Research Laboratory of the Na- five underground mines in Arizona, 
dent was given as "failure of the ore tional Institute for Occupational Montana, South Dakota, and ldaho 
chute mounting assembly, which did Safety and Health (NIOSH) are were visited. Each mine has an ore 
not provide support for loads im- investigating methods to improve pass system, and each had experi- 
posed during mining operations." A saJety during the transport of ore in enced ore pass problems, particularly 
contributing factor to the accident ore passes. Design criteria and hang-up problems. 
was "allowing ore, saturated with hang-up prevention and remedia- Three mines were concerned 
mine water, to set for days in the ore tion strategies involve studies of the about load-out chute design and sup- 
raise." effects of static and dynamic ore port. While most mines designed de- 

Other hazards include structural and waste-rock loads on chutes, flection points into the ore pass above 
failures, blocked gates and excessive walls, gates and support stmctures. the load-out chutes, direct or second- 
water pressure. Undetected excessive Particle-flow analysis methods ary impacts by ore caused chutc dam- 
loads can cause progressive structural were used to simulate the response age because deflection angles were 
failure, and blocked gates can result of various ore pass designs to a inadequate. Muck would pile up or 
in spillage of large volumes of fine wide range of ore loading condi- stick at the deflection point, resulting 
material. Water flowing into the ore tions. A full-scale mockup of ac- in the ore striking the chute itself. If 
pass can result in catastrophic muck tual ore pass and chute assemblies hang-ups were blasted free, percus- 
flows and inundation. was duplicated and tested for load sion waves would reduce the struc- 

Chute design and hang-up re- response. Data from uparticleflow tural integrity of the chute and ore 
moval methods are often based on code and the mock-ups were cum- pass. Based on the calculation of 
experience, i.e., on what has worked pared Loads on an active orepass loads, all mine operators felt that 
in thc past. However, because of dif- chute were measured. their ore pass chute supports were 
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